Very Enjoyable Reading

The Perfect Stranger Gift Set

What if a stranger knew you better than you know yourself?

In these novellas, experience first-person accounts of two young skeptics who encounter Jesus, and his answers to their most challenging and most personal life questions.
Dinner with a Perfect Stranger

A cynical young businessman, Nick Cominsky, accepts an invitation to dinner with a stranger, thinking it's a prank. What results is a one-on-one encounter with Jesus—the opportunity of a lifetime—and a conversation that covers everything from world religions and the afterlife to the Bible and life’s purpose.

A Day with a Perfect Stranger

Already concerned about her shaky marriage to a workaholic, devoted mother Mattie Cominsky is dismayed by her husband's sudden interest in religion. Then an unexpected conversation with a stranger leads her to forever change some of her deepest views about marriage, fulfillment, life, and God.

Dinner with a Perfect Stranger: An Invitation Worth Considering and A Day with a Perfect Stranger Dinner with a Perfect Stranger asks questions of Jesus that many of us would like to ask, and the answers given are profound. When questioned about other supposed great religions of the world, Jesus explains in detail with historically documented information the difference in those religions and the truth. This is a great little book -- the hardbacked book only 100 pages long -- that gives one much to think about! I highly recommend it! It is also a great tool to use to share Christ with others... A Day with a Perfect Stranger is also a great little book - about 100 pages - and conveys the love and compassion of Jesus. It deals with God wanting relationship with us humans - who were created in his image! I have shared this book with others who loved it also! This is a great book to share the love of Christ with others! I highly recommend it!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Dinner with a Perfect Stranger/Day with a Perfect Stranger Boxed Set by David Gregory - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!